
MODEL #L-EKD

       LARGE HAMMOCK STAND
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Questions, problems, missing parts? Before returning to your retailer, call our customer 
service department at 1-800-643-3522, Ext. 506, 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m., EST, Monday - Friday. 

ATTACH YOUR RECEIPT HERE

Serial Number Purchase Date



PACKAGE CONTENTS
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  PART DESCRIPTION      QUANTITY
A Foot Pole    2
B Pole with Tapered End 3
C Base Pole 1
D Upper Arm Pole  2
E Foot Cap (pre-assembled) 4
F End Cap (pre-assembled) 2 
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SAFETY INFORMATION

HARDWARE CONTENTS (not shown actual size)
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PREPARATION

Please read and understand this entire manual before attempting to assemble, operate or install the 
product. 

                         
• Do not exceed the hammock stand’s weight limit. Appropriately installed and cared for, the stand

has a weight limit of 450 lbs.
• Whenever the stand is moved, check that the Steel Spring Clips (AA) are still properly inserted.

Failure to do so could result in the hammock stand collapsing while in use.
• Young children should never be allowed to use a hammock (not included) without adult super-

vision, and infants should never be placed in a hammock.

CAUTION
• Inspect the stand for rust and the pins of the Steel Spring Clips (AA) for wear each time someone

gets into any hammock (not included) being used with the stand.
• The stand should never be dragged; this puts unnecessary strain on the Steel Spring Clips (AA)

that hold the stand together. To move the stand, two people should lift at either end.
A wheel kit (not included) made for steel hammock stands can also be used for moving the stand.

• Do not replace the Offset S-Hooks (BB) with other hardware; these hooks are specially designed
for use with this stand to prevent damage to the stand’s powder-coat finish. For replacement hooks, 
call 1-800-643-3522, Ext. 506.

Chain Assembly
(with S-Hook)

Qty. 2

AA

Before beginning assembly of product, make sure all parts are present. Compare parts with package 
contents list and hardware contents. If any part is missing or damaged, do not attempt to assemble 
the product. 

Estimated Assembly Time: 5 minutes.

WARNING

CCBB

Steel Spring Clip
(pre-assembled)

Qty. 7

Offset S-Hook

Qty. 2
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Place one Foot Pole (A) flat on the ground with
one short arm pointed up and the other level with the
floor. Attach the Base Pole (C) to the lower arm of the
Foot Pole using the Foot Pole’s Steel Spring Clip (AA), 
pushing down on the silver-colored pin at that end of
the Foot Pole and then sliding the wider end of the
Base Pole over the pin until the pin pops into the oval
hole in the Base Pole, locking both poles in place.
Repeat step with other Foot Pole, attaching it to
the wider end of a Pole with Tapered End (B).

1

2. Attach the Pole with Tapered End (B) from Step
1 to the Base Pole (C). Make sure the Steel Spring
Clip (AA) snaps into place.

2

Hardware Used

Steel Spring Clip
(pre-assembled)

x 1AA

AA

Hardware Used

Steel Spring Clip
(pre-assembled)

x 2AA

B
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

DD

4. Connect an Upper Arm Pole (D) to a Pole with
Tapered End (B) using the Pole with Tapered End’s
Steel Spring Clip (AA). Repeat step with other Foot
Pole and remaining Upper Arm Pole to complete the
stand body.

4

5. Fit the wide side of one Offset S-Hook (BB) into
the hole at the top of each Upper Arm Pole (D).

A

F

33. Connect the wider end of a Pole with Tapered End
(B) to the upward-facing short arm of one Foot Pole
(A) using the Foot Pole’s remaining Steel Spring
Clip (AA). Repeat step with the other Foot Pole and
the remaining Pole with Tapered End.

Hardware Used

BB Offset S-Hook x 2

Hardware Used

Steel Spring Clip
(pre-assembled)

x 2AA

Hardware Used

Steel Spring Clip
(pre-assembled)

x 2AA

AA

5

B

B

D

AA

D

BB
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

6. Place a link of chain attached to your hammock
(not included) over one Offset S-Hook (BB). Repeat
for the opposite side of the hammock and stand.
Adjust hammock height by changing chain links.

6

HANGING A HAMMOCK

Hardware Used

Offset S-Hook x 2BB

Hardware Used

77. If the hammock (not included) you are hanging
does not come with attached chains, use the Chain
Assemblies (CC) provided with this stand. Attach
the S-Hook at the end of each Chain Assembly
to the O-ring at each end of your hammock, then
return to Step 6 for instructions on hanging the 
hammock from this stand.

    Chain Assembly
(with S-Hook)

x 2CC

D

BB

Hammock
chain (not
included)

CC Hammock
(not included)
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WARRANTY

Product is guaranteed free of defects in workmanship and materials for up to one year from the date
of purchase. If product is found to be defective within that time, the manufacturer will replace it at no
charge. Normal wear and tear, including prolonged exposure to snow, rain and heavy humidity, is not
covered, nor is mold, mildew or damage from improper storage, maintenance or installation. An
original sales receipt must accompany any returned product, along with a Return Authorization
Number from our customer service department; call us toll-free at 1-800-643-3522, Ext. 506.

Printed in China

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

• Wipe off any loose dirt or debris. Organic material can support mold and mildew growth, which can
potentially damage the stand.
• To help prevent rust, do not leave stand legs in puddled water.
• During long periods in which your hammock (not included) is not in use, disassemble this stand
and store it, along with the hammock, in a dry place away from harsh chemicals.

REPLACEMENT PARTS LIST

For replacement parts, call our customer service department at 1-800-643-3522, Ext. 506, 7:30 a.m. -
5 p.m., EST, Monday - Friday.

AA BB CC

TROUBLESHOOTING

The pin of a Steel Spring Clip
(AA) is not visible through its 
corresponding hole in a stand
pole.

Slide the Steel Spring Clip, with
the triangular side facing into the
pole, until the pin on the clip pops
out of the hole.

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE CORRECTIVE ACTION

The Steel Spring Clip may
have shifted during shipping
or during movement of the
stand.

AA Steel Spring Clip 9254
BB Offset S-Hook 9269
CC Chain Assembly (with S-Hook) 9257

  PART            DESCRIPTION PART #
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